Activate your Super-Intelligence and Manifest Anything
You Desire
This FREE course Will Show You How to Awaken your Intuition and
Create the Life You Have Always Wanted Using Brain-Tap Technology
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Imagine Being Able to:
 Quickly achieve new depths of meditation that many advanced
meditators don’t even reach. You will experience theta and delta brainwave
states that are verifiable with an inexpensive EEG machine.
 Instantaneously manifest anything you desire. If you’re not living the life
you truly desire, you will quickly learn that it’s not as out-of-reach as you
thought.
 Profoundly awaken your Intuition. This will bring greater clarity about who
you are and what your purpose is so that you won’t be stumbling around in
the dark. It will also lead you toward manifesting your desires.
 Activate your super-intelligence and third eye. A bullet point won’t do this
justice, but you’ll realize a profound ability to improve life drastically for
yourself and others. See for yourself.
 Experience clarity and peace of mind, free from conflict. Everyone wants
peace, and this technique will deliver the goods.
 Achieve all of the above in just minutes per day. There is no need for long
and stringent meditations to radically transform your life.
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What is Brain-Tap Technology?
Brain-Tap Technology is an "instant meditation" and "express elevator" that
activates dormant areas of the brain. Your fingers are used to tap areas on the
forehead that correspond to different parts of the brain. Depending on which
finger and where on the forehead it touches, various levels of brain activity,

intelligences, and abilities can be “tapped” into. Practitioners experience deep
silence, greater intuition, and the ability to shape their lives to match their
desires.

Start Experiencing it Now
Create the life of your dreams. Sign up for Dr. Pillai’s Brain-Tapping Course for
FREE and get instant access.
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